One of the most important fields of mechanical engineering is the transportation issue. Almost any of the mechanical objects made by humans have to provide some type of transportation task. In many cases, the transportation is the fundamental purpose and the objective of the mechanism, but transportability can also be an important part of the functionality of many complex engineering systems. Therefore, shock and vibration phenomena play an important role in a wide range of mechanical systems. The main purpose of transportation systems and their mechanisms is to provide the movement of various types of loads or passengers. Hence, the vibration of the vehicle and its components is usually perceived as a negative and unwanted effect. However, vibration signals do also serve as an ample source of information on the technical state of the systems and are commonly employed in the online and offline diagnostic systems. Shock and vibration analysis still represents a serious challenge to researchers, engineers, and constructors in the area of transportation systems. Much attention is devoted to the development of new approaches in vibration signals analysis, where the extraction of the useful information in the signal is effectively exploited for intelligent fault diagnostics and the prediction of the remaining lifetime of components. All that knowledge is exploited for the development of new solutions and for further research in the area of shock and vibration analysis in transportation engineering, what has originated the need for this special issue.

Such wide range of research on shock and vibration in transportation engineering has attracted the attention to this special issue from the International academic and engineering communities. It has attracted 52 submissions from authors from all around the world; only 15 papers have been selected and included in this special issue on shock and vibration in transportation engineering after completing a careful and rigorous peer-review process by the international experts in the appropriate fields.

The main purpose of this special issue is to present recent directions in vibration research in various branches of transportation engineering. Many of the submitted manuscripts were rather interesting, but due to the limitation of the special issue and due to the appropriateness of topics to its scope, only a small fraction of manuscripts was selected after the peer review. The present papers cover an extensive range of problems in transportation engineering.

The papers of this special issue focus on such topics as the damping of vibration, active and semiactive suspensions, vibration phenomena in transportation mechanisms, torsional oscillations, traffic noise and vibration, vibration response characteristics of transport engineering objects (bridges and tunnels), and application of signal processing for various purposes (diagnostics and fault identification). The selected papers demonstrate and emphasize the wide range of vibration research in transportation engineering. Papers of the special issue present investigations conducted...
in different means and mechanisms of transportation, such as automotive, rail, robotic, and transmission transportation systems (pipelines and stepped beams).

The content of this special issue confirms that research direction in the area of shock and vibration is and will continue to be an important field of investigation in transportation engineering. Further directions in this area could include the identification of sources and paths of the transmission of vibration in order to be able to modify the mechanisms in the early stages of the design of transportation systems. Elimination and minimization of unwanted vibrations occurring during the operation of transportation mechanisms continue being an important research direction. Evaluation and assessment of human exposure to shock and vibration in transportation systems also remains an active and important area of research.
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